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MH: Frank, I would like to start out by getting some information on your back-

ground, where you were born, where you grew up, something about your family. 

FL: Well, I was born in La Grange, Illinois, which is a suburb of Chicago, and 

lived there until I went away to the university in 1937. 

MM: Now that means that you went away to Harvard, right, in 1937? 

:E'L: Yes. 

MM; What sorts o£ thing~ were you interested in when you were going through high 

school? What made you decide on Harvard? 

FL: Well, mainly because it was a long way from Chicago and I thought it would 

be nice to go some place that was rather different. And as far as high school 

was concerned, I gue.ss I took the usual subjects. I had four years of Latin, 

two years o~ German, the necessary year of physics in which I did very badly 

and chemistry, whi.ch I hated. 

MM: You were obViously a language student. 

FL: I also played the piano in those days. I even got to the stage where I per-

formed a concerto with my teacher on two pianos, so I helped organize a music 

club at the high school. It was about the only active thing I ever did, not 

being a joiner. And as far as my parents were concerned, let's see, they 

came from Minneapolis and my father had been in the Spanish-American War and 

served under Arthur MacArthur, General jJJougla~/ MacArthur's father, in the 

fhilippines. And during the--what did they call it--the Filipino Insurrection 
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was what my father called the fight of the Filipinos to free themselves from 

the American domination after having been under the Spanish for 400 years. 

11M: So your father was already an advanced anti-American imperialist? Did he 

have any stories to tell of Arthur MacArthur? Or that was a very short phase 

of his life? 

;FL; No Actually I was named for his colonel of his regiment, Colonel Frank 

Corrj:ster, and ~my name 1's ;Frank Corrister Langdon. After the war they used 

to be f~iends together. 

MM: Th1's of course means that YOll we:t:,"e g:t:,"owing up during the Depression? 

';FL: Y:'e.s'. 

W1: And dtd that hit your family particularly hard or was it something you were 

able to wea,the.r; 

FL: No, at that time my father was head of I guess it would be the Reinforcing 

Divt'sion of a steel company 1I Ryerson Steel, in Chicago. And I guess he was 

in l;elatively a high enough po~;ition so that he remained during those difficult 

years,although l think for a number of years his department never sold enough 

s-teel to pay their own salaries. 

MM: That also means that if you were going off to Harvard in 1937 that you might 

have- had some interest in the political scene? I really should ask whether 

or not you we:t:,"e interested in politics as a high school student? Or had that 

,really not crossed your mind? 

FL: No~ I~Jn afraid 1'n spite of my present professional interest in politics that 

I only, had a very' mild interest. I was aware of the significance of the 

Dep:t:,"es5ton~ I can remember my father coming home with stories about people 

he knew who had committed suicide after the Stock Market Crash. I think my 

father dtd have a small number of stocks which all became worthless, and so 
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we were impre~~ed about those, the result of those ~ort~ of thing~. And we 

were aware that mo~t other families ~uffered and we realized how difficult 

it was. My older brother, Dick, had graduated from the Naval Academy, but 

he wa~ not accepted because his eyes were not up to ~nuff and they were try

ing to eliminate as many people a~ pos~ible in the co~t-cutting days under 

President /HerberJ:./ Hoover. So he was at home; I think he was without any 

kip.d of job for about three or four years except for short..-term things. He 

was married and he and his wife lived with us for a while, which seemed to 

be a strain on the family. 

11M: How did your family, you, your father, react to the ll it would be the first 

~our years then of the {President Franklin D~_j Roosevelt Administration? 

'FL: Well~my' i;ather had always' been a Republican, I guess. I think he said he 

voted ~0;t'? was it /President WilliaE!:.!' McKinley, back in 1898) whenever it was. 

So he became quite disenchanted with the Hoover Admini~tration and was quite 

an enthusiastic admiTer of Roosevelt, feeling that he really had a genuine 

j:nte;r'e$t in the problems of ordinary people. I saw some of the, what seemed 

to be we thought then mistaken policies of the previous administration which 

oddly enough are so much like Milton Freedman's ideas today I~m amazed~ It's 

sort of like an old, broken record again. But the result was that all of our 

family became very strong pro-Roo~evelt Democrats, and we were quite unique 

in the village which of course was mainly business people all working in the 

city who were all pro-Republican. I can remember even 20 or 30 years later 

my mother always being aware that she was. always loyal to my father t s political 

ideas, she was the only Democrat amongst Republican women. But she finally 

made friends with a Jewis.h friend that was a good strong Democrat. 

MM: So your ~amily converted ;from Republicanism to the Democratic Party and re

'mained supporters of Roosevelt or at least of the Democratic Party? 
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FL: Well, later my sister was living in Wisconsin when {Senator Josep~/ McCarthy 

Became prominent and she took part in a big signature campaign and others 

to try to get him removed from office as a senator from Wisconsin without 

much luck, but her husband, who was a doctor, was still a strong--well, what 

was McCarthy? Was he a Democrat or Republican? I can't remember now. I 

guess he was a Republican? 

11M: He wa,s a, Republican, I think, yes~ 

FL: So my' sister a,nd all of her six kids were against NcCarthy and Tommy was 

for hi'ffi~ 

MM: When you went o~f to Harvard in 1937 then it waS strictly to pursue, well, 

thei~ liheralized education without any idea a.s to what you might maj or in? 

FL: Thatls pretty ,much and I ~inally' at the end of my freshman year had to choose 

something. So I decided on economics although I thought it sounded like it 

would be kind p;t; dull, but I couldn't think of anything else to do. I'm 

sorry now. I think economics is fascinating and really wish I understood it. 

But I did ge.t my B.A. in economics. 

MM: Oh., with whom did you study then? 

FL: Oh, all of the greats: Hauck von Habheler for foreign trade, Hansen was the 

business cycles, I've forgotten the chap who did theory. lJohn MaynarS!.1 

Keynes had just been discovered, 

MM: Was Mason teaching at that time in the Economics Department? 

FL: Yes, he was~ I didn·t have him~ I think he did more things like taxation~ 

didn't he? 

11M; He. began to write. on the problem of bigness and concentration of business. 

PL: I had someone else. I~ve forgotten his name now. I did take Noney and Bank

ing as my specia,l field, although I didn't have any feel for that field~ 
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However, at the end of the year I also thought that I wanted to do some-

thing that was a little different and more appealing, so I thought maybe I 

could try Chinese. But then I thought, well, there was a comparatively large 

number of people who might take. Chinese. So I decided to take Japanese. 

MM: Did this have. anything to do with the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War? Or 

you just decided it would be so different and so out of the ordinary? 

'FL: No, nothing whatever to do with anything. It just struck me as something 

rather quaint and exotic to do which would be not pedestrian like business 

or economics. 

MM: And was this also because you had studied Latin and German in high school? 

FL: No, I dQn~t th:i.nk so. 

MM; You didn - t have any re.sistance to language study? 

'FL: NQ, It was a ~ascinating class ~ There were three o;e us. There was a 

Chinese ;eellow. I think he was a graduate student in Chinese studies. He 

qui.t a£te:t; the. ;etrst two weeks saying he couldn't p:t;onounce those long verbs. 

Any' language. tha,t had so many' syllables :in one word couldntt be worth learning~ 

Then the'J:7e was: another guy who had a Japanes'e friend when he worked in the 

ri,ce- £i,elds in California, but he didn t t manage to ge.t through. He didn ~ t 

studY' verY' hard. I think I was the only one that ended up at the end of 

that :f:ixst year .. 

~L: And Hr. {Sergei Elisse'eff, well, he gave me an A and I was overwhelmed by 

that. It was the only one I had. As a matter of fact I had two D's and 

three C's at the end of my first quarter, so that getting an A in my second 
really 

year/was much appreciated. So I took Japanese again and again. 

MM: And kept getting A's? 
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FL: I cantt imagine {Edwin O.:!.../ Reischauer giving me an A because he. didntt think 

my Japanese was very good and he was right. 

MM: You studied J'apanese £irst then in 19.38 with Elissee£f1 

FL: Yes. 

MM: Did you use an Elisseeff text? Had he. prepared one at this point; 

'FL: No 

MM: How dtd he app.;roach the study o£ the Japanese language? 

FL: He g0t Same. primers tram Korea,because these were made for non.,...,Japanese 

speakers, and we used that as a kind of introductory text. So we read things 

about birds and the hinomaru flag and things of that kind. 

:M}1: Did he have any theoretical approach that you would have been aware of, for 

example, sentence patterns that you memorized or you were introduced to kana 

and then you'd get a little kanji? Or it was just a big jumble of stuff? 

FL: No. Wei'd read these little pages with three or four words on like Dick and 

Jane, that kind of thing. 

11M: So you were learning kanji right from the start? 

FL: No, the £irst book was in katakana, I think, and then gradually some kanji 

appeared on the scene._ I us.ed to make little character cards and memorize 

them, but then two days later I wouldntt remember what the thing was. 

MM: But how di£ferent was it going from the Elisseeff Japanese to the Reischauer 

J'apgnese course? 

FL; I think by the second year when I had Reischauer they had their first exper .... 

imental versi<:)n of their textbook that they had written, and we started using 

that. And of course the first few lessons of that were hiragana and then it 

was still, I gue.ss? similar up until they last did it. So we had that the 

second year. 
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MM: And you strictly studied hnguage? You didnlt take any history or religion 

or philosophy or culture courses? 

FL: Yes, I did. I took the very ~irst rice paddies course. I think it was some

thing like History 83B or 22X or something, and I had Reischauer for one half

year and Fairbank for the other hal:f;. That must have been:l I guess that was 

1938/,39. prooably. And then I, let~5 see-..... 

MM; This WaS fox a whole year? 

FL; yes. It could have been the third year instead of the second. It might have 

been the third year. I can-t remember exactly now. 

MM: What was the response among the students to this course? Did they have a 

big en)2ol1ment f,rom the start or was it something that steadily picked up? 

'FL: I think there was always a good-sized enrollment; I imagine maybe 30 or 40 

people. It might have been smaller. 

MM: And was thiq an exciting course, an interes.ting cours.e? 

FL; It was inte)7esting, yes. So I really wound up in my fourth year in economics 

with a ktnd of, minor field of, J'apanese and f\si:an Studies except there wasn't 

any such thing )7eally in those days. 

MM:: So you g;r;aduated in 19.411 

J?L': yes. I also ha,d gone thl;ough their naval tratning program. We took one 

cou17se each year. ;;tn Naval Af,fairs. or Naval Science. 

M:M: How did you happen to get into this Navy program? 

:I?L: Well,:rI!y f,ather said, "There"S a war coming along H and it would be better 

~Qr.me. to be an o:l;f,icer than an enli.sted man, That's what he had been. 

MH: When he said that hem,eant Europe? He wasn~t thinking of Asia? Or did he 

also have in mind that there might be a broader war? 

:FL: Well, we were aware of. what was happening in Europe. For instance, in 1939 
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first I wanted to go to Japan but Japan was already busy fighting a war and 

my father didn't think that was a good idea. Then I thought I might like to 

go to Europe. My roommate went that summer. But then my family thought, 

well, it's too iffy, the war might break out, it might be better not to go. 

So I stayed home and my roommate came back on the last trip of the Bremen. 

And he said that every day somebody would get up and claim the sun was coming 

in on the wrong s;tde of the ship and that they were turning around and going 

back to Germany. But they wound up in New York> unloaded everybody in about 

two hours and i;led back to, I think, Norway with the ship. 

MM: While you were at Harvard as an undergraduate and taking Japanese and taking 

some, of these. other courses' on East Asia ctvilization, did you meet, for 

example, E1 H •. Norman~ who subsequently became so famous in the field? Has 

he around at that time? 

FL: Yes, I think he was. I think I used to see him in the Harvard Yenching 

Library from time to time. AIs.o George Sansom turned up occasionally. I 

remember once in my thirdT"'lyear class Mr. Elisseei;f introduced me to him. I 

always was so impressed with Eli5seei;f's':lffice~ It was a huge, about 25-mat 

room~ and he, had these beautii;ul gilded gold Buddhas around the top and all 

these. great blue:-bound Chinese volumes with blue towel around them and a 

gorgeous Chinese rug about i;our inches deep which he'd got on one of his in-

cursions into the East. 

MM~ What about s.tudents from Japan? Did you meet any Japanese undergraduate 

students or graduate students in this period? 

FL; There. was one nice guy in my class. I think his name was George Ishikawa, 

but it was just I knew him very casually just to say hello to. Come to think 
one 

Of it~ as a matter of fact, Shunskai Tsurumi was in my class but no/ever saw 
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him because he had his own apartment up on Brattle Street~ But I realized 

my Japanese was bad, so I thought I should get some practical experience. 

So I arranged to have him give me lessons, and he gave me some Japanese con

versation lessons. He strove very hard, but I didn't really understand any

thing he said. In those days I think all he did was study at home and listen 

to string quartettes or something. 

MM: Do you have any comments to make on Reishauer as a teacher in those years? 

He was both a language teacher for you and also a history professor, a History 

of Civilization professor. 

FL: Oh, I would say, looking back, he was a very good and very effective lecturer. 

I've always liked him and was always very impressed by his manner. Actually, 

I suppose he was about the SHme age as my brother, Dick. 

MM: You could detect then or now a particular point of view toward East Asian 

CiV? He did the early Civ., didn't he, China as well as Japan, and it 

was :Fairbank who did more of the modern history. 

FL: I took the course again after the war when I went back as a graduate student. 

I think at that early period though that they either did it together and took. 

turns or else I vaguely seem to remember that one half was China History with 

Fai:rbank and one half was mainly Japan with Reischauer. 

MM: When you graduated in June of 1941, what was the. next step for you? Did you 

have a job in mind? 

FL; Well, I thought I~d like to go back to do graduate work and had applied and 

be.en acce:.pted '! 

11M: In economics:? 

1FL: No~ in som,eth:;lng called, oh, dear, what did they call it? Comparative lin,..., 

gU:i:stiC5 0;1:; s0m,ething l:tke that'l And I thought I~d go back and try to use 
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Japanese and take a kind of language approach to studies. But then when I 

was home during the summer I was called to active duty and went to Annapolis 

instead where I was trained as a communications officer and then sent to sea 

on the 11inneapolis for three and a half years. 

MM: Well, before we come to Pearl Harbor itself, since you had been studying Jap-

anese and Japanese history as well, did you think in the summer and the fall 

prior to Pearl Harbor that war was imminent or did this come as a surprise 

to you? 

FL: Oh, no, we all knew the war would break out any day. There was no question 

about that because everybody knew how things were going. Pearl Harbor wasn\t 

any surpr:tse to anybody. 

MM: Where were you when you first heard about it on that Sunday? 

FL: I was eating breakfast over on Prince George Street in Annapoli5~ A bunch of 

us used to go over there to this one house where we just went over there for 

boa:rd~ I lived over on King George Street, I think it was. No, I guess I 

l!yed at 88 Anna,polis Circle. I don't really remember now. Something like 

that. 
language 

MM,: Now ~:L'nce. you already had the Japanese/training" did any' Navy recruiters come 

a~ter you to try to use you in any special capacity during the war? It's my 

understanding that 50 few Americans could either read or could understand 

spoken Jiapanese that those who could were very precious commodities to the 

IFL: Well, I t~ied to recruit myself because I went to Washington and went to the 

Na,val Tntell:Lgence. Sect:Lon~ 

':M;M: This is after :Pearl Ha,rbor? 

FL: Yes. And they showed ,me a Japanese book and asked me to read the title~ sar 
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what it was, and I couldn't read it. And so they decided I really couldn't 

read or knew enough Japanese to be of much use, and I must say they were 

right although Mr. Elisseeff was a little bit distressed by this because he 

felt that with time and material I could do translation and that probably 

would have been of some use at the time. And I suppose after doing it for 

a while I might have gotten more fluent, although actually the last two years 

I figured 50 percent of my study time went into Japanese. And what I would 

do is I'd spend hours preparing for each one. We had three meetings, one 

hour each week, Monday, Wednesday and Friday or something like that. And I 

must have spent six or eight hours for each one of those hours. And in that 

time I could prepare the text well enough to read it and translate it in class. 

And if I ever saw the same text afterwards, I could do it again. But when I 

saw the same sentences with the words in a different context I couldn't. So 

that ever since then live felt that that type of decoding sort of translation 

method, at least it was very poor for me and a worse way for me to learn~ I 
may have 

often think that i!.!inhibited me and still does. I think the best method 

would be where you perhaps start it if possible orally and learn at least say 

simple things and more or less basically correct grammar and then go to read.,.., 

ing later only those things that you were able to say~ In fact when I went 

to the Unive;t'sity of British Columbia in 1958 and Ron Dorr was there, we had 

an idea of putttng together our own text along these lines. And we would have 

done .. the reading and writing and speaking simultaneously so that you could 

speak something"" And once you could speak it then be able to read and wrj:te 

it so that the process didn't reverse itself which seemed to us to prevent 

you ~rom, making progress. 

I1H: I wonder this isn~t one of the lessons that was learned from the crash 
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language programs during the war, and certainly that's the Jordan approach now. 

FL: Well, I don-t like the Jordan approach and I~ve had a lot of experience with 
was 

it. It~s) I know, based upon linguistic methods ani/developed especially 

in dealing with African languages. But in none of these approaches, almost 

none. of them, do you get enough oral immersion to really learn to speak first 

ef:l;ectively, And I think the only really eftective, most effective language 

way i.s the way you lear:n to speak from your mother, your constant contact 

with your: own f;amily and hear and speak and use it, who knows, maybe millions 

ot times. And you just canlt get that kind of concentration with the ordinary 

me.thods. 

'M,M; Is there any text that you know of now that at leas.t tries to compensate when 

an adult j:.s attempting to learn the Japanese language, let's sayan under ...... 

gr:aduate. who is 18 or maybe a graduate student who is already 21 or 227 Is 

there any text that you think is at least satisfactory, if you don't like the 

Jordan text? 

FL: It's so long now since IY. ve even looked at texts it's hard for me to say. In 

s.ome way's l lye always been sympathetic to the Noganuma text, which is what we 

used :tn the Navy .. when I went back to the Navy Language School in 1945/1946 in 

Stillwater, Oklahoma. And of; course we had Japanese who were our teachers, 

isei,. nisei, kibei.~ and I thought that course was put together and was 

Ml1; You se.e~ I I'm really quj:.te surprised that the Navy didn't decide to give you 

in 1942 an intensive language program and build on what you had started at 

'FL: Well 1 1'm afl;aid that if; I hadn't made that initial approach and having done 

50 badly on what should have been a simple aS5ignment-.,...T don't even remember 
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what the book was I was supposed to have read, the title. If it had been 

something rather simple, I can see now I should have been able to read it 

and say what it was. But I'd had four years of training as a Naval Reserve 

of;ficer and then I'd had this special communications training. So they 

naturally f;elt that I was in better shape to carry out that particular job. 

So he sent me on that and I guess I can't quarrel with that decision. Later 

on I tried, I think two or three years later-~no, my mother wrote to Admiral 

Dyer, who was the son of; some old friends of my father, and brought the 

question up agatn. And he reviewed it but said that, basically the same 

decision, that they felt that ltd be more useful as a communications officer. 

MM: Were you sent to the Pacific? 

;;FL; Yes. The Minneapolis was at Pearl in those days.. I got to the Minnie about 

two or three weeks after Pearl Harbor. She'd been outside during the attack 

and wasn't damaged. And oddly enough, the Japanese who had spotted all the 

ships from their inf;ormants on the island, I guess they didntt mark the two 

carriers. Were they there and were not attacked? No, I guess they were 

outside. Anyhow, as it turned out subsequently, the carriers were the most 

valuable ships and they hadn ',t gotten them, the two that were there.. Anyway, 

we Qper9;ted with ca:r;'ri.ers f;or most of the f;irst year or two, 

MM;: So how would you then describe or summarize your World War II experiences as 

a communications of;ficer? 

'FL: Oh~:;tt was sort of like~ it seemed, three and a half; years. of being in prison~ 

MM: What kind of; communications work did you do? 

FL: Oh,. I became the co:rnmunications of;£icer of the ship which was in charge of 

all radio communications~ The major job was taking care of codes. When we 

were operating at sea, I usually had to be on the open deck next to the skipper 

and I was the one that knew what the operation plans were and what all the code 
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word~ were and how to find them. I u~ually ran the voice communication~ for 

the ~hip. 

MM: Did you have battle experience? 

FL: Oh, yes, I wa~ in dozen~ of battles. I gues~ I had 15 battle stars on my 

service ribbon, but the wor~t experience for our ship was at, I guess they 

called it the Battle of Tassafaranga off Guadalcanal. We were with four 

crutsers, most of Cruiser Division 3 and part of Cruiser Division 4. And we 

met Some Japanese destroyers, I guess. I guess some of the destroyer~ had 

torpedo tubes, didn~t they? Anyhow, we were hit by two torpedoes. The 

first one. blew off 80 feet of our bow and another one hit us in the middle. 

There was a hole about 40 feet long, I guess, and our first three fire rooms 

were flooded and the ship was in bad shape, They managed to-~we finally 

bought S'ome coconut logs from the natives and patched them on the front. 

Then we steamed down to Espiritu Santo and just got there when the boiler 

tubes all blew out because we used salt water. That was the most exciting 

experience. During the night-~we had an admiral on board. I guess he was 

CruD!v 4. Well, at any rate, since I was in charge of the codes, the skipper 

sent down the order to throw the code wheels over the side for our coding 

machine because we didntt want the Japanese to get the coding machine in 

case they got to our ship, and we were in danger of sinking in shallow water. 

So I only managed to throw over one box of code wheels but it turned out to 

be the admiral~s own personal code and he inmediately got a message from 

Admtral LChester W.:j Nimitz, who was commander in chief of INCPAC and he 

couldn't decode it. So he was quite irate and muttered something about 

court-'martial, but then he got a message to immediately report back to Pearl 

and explain how he lost three of his four cruisers all in one night, and I 
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don't think he remembered me. And I ~uppo~e the code wheel~ are ~till there 

at the bottom of, what do they call it, Iron Bottom Bay becau~e there are ~o 

many ~unken ~hip~ on it. 

MM: Did you in the Navy have to look at any kind of p~ychological warfare film~ 

or anything of that ~ort like HKnow Your Enemy" and URate Your Enemy, Japan?" 

Wa~ there any of that ~ort of thing? 

FL; No~ We had no illu~ion~ about the Japanese and we did pick up a Japanese 

civilian couple who were on thi~ island, Tulagi, where the ship was. But in 

general we didn't and o~ course we'd heard all the stories about it'~ even 

dangerous to try to rescue the Japanese. And when we were in the Philippines 

just a~ter the Battle of Surigao Strait when we ~unk ~everal Japanese battle

ships and then sailed right over the place where the ships had gone down a few 

minute.s be~ore, the water wa~ filled with thou~ands of Japanese and we didn't 

even make an attempt to ~top and pick them up. But when you did ~ometime~~ 

they\ would either attack you or something, Most of them tended to be indoc.,..., 

trinated with this idea that they should never be taken alive~ 

11M; When the war ended, where were you? 

FL: I was in a wonder~ul place. I was in Oklahoma. 

11M: Oh, really? I see. Your s.ea duty ended before the war ended? 

FL: Yes.! I think I left the ~hip in Okinawa. Okinawa was the most harrowing 

part Of the war because of the kamikazes. I was hit by a piece of one once 

but our ship was lucky. It's the only large ship that wasn't damaged by one. 

11M: So how long were you involved in the Okinawa operations? 

FL; Several weeks ~ I guess.. May,be it was a month t 

MM: Through the whole thing? 

FL; I don~t really remember too well. I think so, yes, because by the time I got 
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off things had quieted down, although there was always the possibility tfiat 

one of these damned things would come scooting down out of the sky and hit 

you. We had one admiral that was burned to death on the bridge because it 

was hit by one of these things. 

MM: How did you happen to be sent to Stillwater? 

FL: Oh, that was a matter actually of regret. I'd hoped to go to Colorado where 

the. Navy school had been but apparently they'd opened a new one in Stillwater 

'mainly because Stillwater was in the bailiwick of one of the Democratic pol

itic:;Lans and always had some sort of federal facility there. They'd lost 

the one they"d had and so somehow the Navy was persuaded to put a new Japanese 

language. S.ection at Stillwater so they would have their patronage. And we 

got stuck in Stillwater. 

MM: But how was it that you were going into Japanese language training. Had you 

already had all the. . . . 

FL: Near the end of all this sea duty I had written a letter again saying, "I'd 

like to be reassi'gned to a Japanese language school." And it turned out at 

that point some order had been issued that anybody who would volunteer for 

Japanese language duty should have this. They'd already slated me for a 

job as communications officer on a new aircraft carrier. I'd gone to Washington 

to ask about this and they said, "That's the new job we have for you." So I 

was quite. crestfallen. So then I went back and one day I fell down a ladder 

because there were hoses allover. They were always fixing the ship up. And 

I felt kind of discouraged so I wrote a letter saying, "I'd like to go to 

Japanese language school." Apparently I hit the nail on the head and I got 

:sent in spite of all these grand plans for putting me on another ship. 

11M: But if you had so many years of :sea duty, weren't you due to be--



FL: No such thing. This was war. 

MM: No, I meant when the war ended. 

FL: Well, this was before the end. 

MM: This was before the war ended. I see. All right. 
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FL: You see at that time they still thought they would need thousands of 

Japanese language officers, and they wanted to take anybody. 

MM: Of course. And that there m:;tght be an invasion of Honshu and Kyushu, yes. 

So your duty would of course be extended until the war ended. 

When you wrote for assignment to the language school, was there talk about 

a pos-sible occupation of Japan? 

11M: Qh, yes, we were thinking :;tn those days it would probably take at least a 

year to subdue the iS'lands and wetd have to fight right the way up and it 

would take lots oi language officers, just as it had in Germany. 

J?L: And dtdyvu have in mind that there would be civil affairs training to go 

with the language training? Or this was ba~;ically an assignment to learn 

the Japanese language? 

'11M; There wasn 1 t anything at our school connected with this. Of course the Navy 

program may have been different in some respects. 

!;FL; So when did you arrive in Stillwater, the summer of 1945? 

11M: I think it was, yes. Just before the war ended. I believe it was even as 

late as July because I remember celebrating the end of the war in Stillwater. 

That must have been at the beginning. And then they decided to continue with 

us--~I guess we were the first group--so that we would have a year which was 

the time ;eor their program. So we all stayed there until the following summer 

and finished. And then before we left recruiters came around for civilian 

employees in the_ occupation and I signed up and went out in I guess it would 
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have been August of 1946. We left from Brooklyn, New York on the Acadia, 

which was a cruise ship that used to go from Boston to Halifax, I think. 

And then we sailed all the way down through the Panama Canal and then to 

Japan with a strange crew of; people. 

:MM: Lots 0;E other c:j:vilian employees? 

FL: Yes, Lots' of them obviously were people that their offices in Washington or 

elsewhere were glad to get rid of .. 

11M; You did already allude to the training at Sttllwater and you thought that it 

was better~ that the approach was better~ I would like to learn a little 

b:j>t;m,ore, about that because presumably your teachers at Stillwater must have 

benefited f,;t?om, the wartime experiences of teaching Japanese intensively. 

Your teachers were all Japanese? 

;FL: Yes, 

:MM; Isei, nisei? 

:FL: All except the missionary in it who ran the program, and his wife. They both 

taught but they were the only non-Japanese. Some of the Japanese were people 

who had been born in the States and lived in Japan like the kibei or the isei 

who had come~, 

:MM;: And what sorts of 'materials did they use? 

fL. The bastc matertal was the Noganuma primers. 

:MM;: And their pUrpose was to get you fluent in the spoken language more 50 than 

Or were they trytng to do both? 

~L; They' tried to do reading~ speaking and writing. We had the whole three more 

or less:t I would say, emphasis. 

:MM: Wa:::; this stx days a week? 

FL: I thtnk it was. I don't really remember clearly whether we had Saturday or 

not I think we. matnly had schooling I think it was intensive half day and 
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then you were expected to study for a half day_ 

MM: Were there any ancillary courses on culture, history, politics? Or was it 

just language? 

FL: It was just language. 

MM: Did they show you films? 

FL: No. I think there might have been a :eew lectures but I don't recall much in 

that way. The school did put on one or two Japanese programs where people 

did some Japanese dancing, both the instructors and the students, and singing 

and Various sorts of things like that. Oh, yes, each class would have to put 

on a luncheon program. At lunch we were supposed to eat meals together with 

ou:r teache'):'s and speak only in Japanese, which we adhered to to some extent8 

And then one class would put on a little program during it. I can remember 

our class under Jimmy Walls, who did most of the writing, did one about a 

cowboy named Y'aku and his horse Hyaku. Then we sang a little song, "Rinso 

Shiroi," which was a takeoff on "Rinso White." None of the teachers could 

understand what we were doing and it didn't seem funny to them at all. We 

thought it was hilarious. 

11M: By the. time- then you were on this ship wending your way to Japan, you had had 

Harvard language training and Stillwater language training and also some sub..

stantiye histc:>:ry and culture courses at Harvard. Had you read Sir George 

Sansom's Japan, A Short Cultural History? 

FL: Oh, yes. 

11M; Had you :read Norman's 19-41 Emergency of Japan as a Modern State? 

FL: Oh~ yes. In fact I even had my copy of Norman with me and when I got to Japan 

1 went oyecr and got him to audograph it for me. I still have that little 

thing. I think it says, "Good luck in your Japanese studies" or something. 
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Then I went over to the Canadian Embassy when he was head of a mission there. 

11M: Did you know on your way out that you would be assigned to ATIS ~llied 

Translator .... Interpreter Servic~/? 

FL: Yes, I think I did, and some poor souls were assigned to Korea, like Warren 

Smith, and they spent most of their first year desperately trying to get 

assigned to Japan. 

11M: Now does this mean that you arrived in Japan the summer of 1946? 

FL: Ye.s. 

11M; And may I ask then what was your first impression of Japan? You arrived by 

ship at Yokohama? 

FL: Yes, and you could see Mt~ ~uji in the setting sun. It was gorgeous, just 

l:J:ke. that Hiroshidi print with the brown colors all running down the mountain. 

Yes, tt was very imp1:" es s'ive .. You could see ~uj i easily and often because there 

was' no smoke, no industry, nothing but horrible, ugly desolation from Yokohama 

rtght straight up through Tokyo. 

11M: Wha,t WaS you;r preparation f.or the occupation itself? You hadn~t been given 

any briefing literature, any mimeographed sheets about what the purpose of 

the occupation was~ anything of that nature? 

~L: No, nothing, 

MM: It was. just coming in and whatever you might have picked up in the newspapers 

or in the news journals? 

FL; Yes. 

}'ll-1: You had been a Navy man and it was not Nimitz but it was MacArthur who was in 

command ~ Dtd you come in wi:th any prejudtces. as a Navy man about MacArthur, 

any irreverence as a Navy man? Or is that irrelevant? 

FL: It probably isn't too relevant I think MacArthur, well, I guess in the 

Na,vy\ at any rate MacArthur had quite a reputation f.or arrogance. So from 
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that point of view, he wa~, what ~hall I say, re~pected but not fully admired. 

MM: Wa~ Nimitz a popular figure? 

FL: Very popular, ye~. I never heard criticism of him. In the Navy the general 

attitude wa~ one of loyalty and admiration for leaders, the preci~e oppo~ite 

of the ~ort of thing, I guess, that you saw in the Vietnam War, of course. 

On the. other hand, of course, being an officer and being associated with 

them, my view of things wa~ not that of the enlisted men. And of course many 

o~ those, Itm sure, had very disgruntled views and 50 on. 

MM; What wa~ the state of Yokohama and Tokyo as you came in the summer of 1946? 

Still a lot o~ rubble and destruction? 

'FL~ That's all there. seemed to be, yes. There was just for miles nothing but 

a jumble. of; broken buildings. By the time I got there most of the major streets 

had been cleared so that you just sort of had Tokyo clear streets and then just 

piles o~ broken buildings and masonry. And some of the more sturdy structures 

would still be st~nding although in rather bad condition. 

MM:: How were the Japanese living in those days? Shacks, lean-tos? 

FL: Well, the people were really just coming back into the city and. 

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II 

Well, we were living over on the Ginza and at that time there was very little 

there but just almost it s.eemed like overnight little new houses. would go up 

like mushrooms appearing. People were coming back and putting up actually 

permanent structures. In those days people wore getta and you could hear 

them click-clacketing away in the morning. 

MM: Your quaTter~ were in the Ajinomoto Building? 

FL: Yes. 

:MM: Were you :Eairly comfortably billeted? What were conditions like for civilian 
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employees? 

FL: Oh, I think they were, I would say, quite good at least from a wartime point 

of view. The room that I had in the Ajinomoto Building, I think there were 

three of us together in one fairly large room, but it was comfortable, quite 

adequate. And the food tended to be rather plain but quite good and I know 

it WaS quite luxurious by Japanese standards. 

}1}1: When you came in were there still these rules about don't go to restaurants? 

'FL: Yes, non':'"'fraternization. 

11M: And then don t t fraternize, yes. 

~L; Yes, I think the rule was still in force, although it was observed mainly 

in the breach and I think within a short time they did away with any pretense 

at trying to adhere to it. 

MM: Did you know anyone who got reprimanded or sent back because of fraternization? 

FL: No. 

MM: Now you were assigned to ATIS. Hould you tell me the nature of the job you 

were assigned to, the kinds of responsibilities and duties that you had? 

F.L: This is kind of embarrassing because we were then in those days in the old Nippon 

Yusen Kaisha Building, which is right next to where the old l1arunouchi Building 

is. It's been pulled down~ I guess, and something else put up. I guess we 
with, 

we::r;e up on the third or £ourth floor and I was in a large roo!!}:/, I suppose, 40 

or 50 other people. And I was assigned along w:tth a nis.ei to trans.late doc"..., 

uments and the way it would work his Japanese would be better than mine and 

my English would be better than his for writing it out. And we would collaborate 

on various documents sent out to be translated., As I recall, the things 'we 

were reading were, I don' treally remember exactly. I guess they dealt with. 

things, well, I think some o£ them had something to do with war crimes trials9 

I'm not sure now. Those were going on at the time. In fact, my first few 

nights were spent up in the old kind of barracks up next to where the trial 
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wa~ being conducted in what i~ now the headquarter~ up at Ichigaya. I gues~ 

that u~ed to be part of the War Mini~try. The real War Mini~try Building 

was a wreck down acro~~ from the Foreign Mini~try. So I went over and I 

think I ~aw Toio in the dock once or twice. And then I wa~ temporarily in 

the I~u Building, which is right, oddly enough, not at the I~u entrance to 

Tokyo Station but the other one ju~t down the next block from the old 

Marunouchi Building. Then I thought the I~u Building wa~ better and there 

were more of the ex~Navy Language School people over there. Mo~t of them had 

gone to Stillwater, ~o I went over there. 

MM: Did you find that the training that you got at Stillwater wa~ adequate for 

the job that you were expected to do in Japan? 

;FL: No. But then no one-year program, no matter how inten~,ive, would really put 

you into ~hape for being a good tran~lator. But in term~ of the time allotted 

and the concentration and effort, I think it was a practical program. And I 

often ~u5pect that maybe I don't have much language ability becau~e others, 

I think, have done better with it perhap~. Although the one~ that have done 

better with the Japane~e have stayed on. That wa~ my mistake. I came back 

after nine month~. 1:e I-d ~tayed on two or three year~ like Gene Lang~ton 

and John Howe~ did, and then they went out as soon as it was po~~ible to live 

wi,th_ Japanese and ~tayed with a family, sometime~ for a year or t·wo year~. 

Then I think they attained the nece~'sary fluency. The bigge~t stumbling 

block I have is I can't under~tand enough o:e what I hear. I can probably 

speak enough 50 that I can ask what I wanted if I could just understand 

enough o:e what came back. And itY,~ ~till a problem for me ~o I expect it~s 

partly a personal problem and that others with the ~ame amount of time and 

concentration would have perhap~ done better than I did. One person o:e course 
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that did brilliantly was Charles Thierry. He d been in my classes. I guess 

he was about 16 and had just enlisted, I think even before he was old enough. 

And I can remember him coming into class in Stillwater and not having looked 

at the. text or anything. He'd come in about 15 minutes late after the class 

had started and sit down at the end. The teacher always went along the row, 

so he wouldn't be called on for a few minutes. He'd quickly glance at the 

text and by the time the teacher would get to him, he could discuss it and 

go up and write anything down. He seemed to be able to do anything. He was 

with the group at ATIS and a~ter the first day I don"t think I saw him again 

except when he turned up for work. He spent all of his time with Japanese 

i;ri,ends and became very f:luent and all the rest of; it. So I often felt it 

was' a personality questi.on. If; you can throw yourself in with other people, 

especia,lly if you can drink. I think that I s eS.sential, and I've never been 

able to drink 'Very much. I just don't have the kind of personality where I 

fraternize easily with others. I think if you do, then you're much more, you 

get ten times the exposure whereas I~ve tended to rely pretty much on this 

arti~tcial business of taktng classes and I"ve never had this prolonged 

exposure, even though I've gone back a number of times_ 

MM; No~ I think your observations are very good and ones that I would second. 

This ATIS outfit of yours, could you tell me more about the office and the 

st<('uctu;t;e and the. system and how it worked while you were involved with it? 

I;FL: Well actually I only stayed a f:ew weeks and I realized I didn't feel satisfied 

with my' translating work because I didn't really feel I could do an adequate 

job at that time.! I know there were at least two large rooms up on the third 

or i;ou;t;th floor and where we were I think there were dozens of desks and I 

suppose 30 or 40 or 50 people. Then there was another one further down because 
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some of the girls that had been in the Navy Language Program, where was the 

other one in Colorado? 

11M: BouldeJ:. 

FL: At Boulder, that's where theyld been. They were working over in similar 

th:;tngs on the other side and we used to pal around,a bunch of us and a 

bunch of the girls,and we used to go off on weekends to visit places in Japan, 

which peJ:haps was again another mistake in that I tended during that first 

nine months to mainly be with Westerners for working, for living, and didn't 

J:eally see enough of the Japanese. We often would Visit Japanese and had 

J'apanese. fr:;i:ends, but :;i::t wasn~t quite the same as being with them extensively. 

And I didn~t do like ThierrY', just disappear off into the rice paddies all the 

time~ 

~11M: But still YOll we:re making with your American friends an effort to find out 

some.th:j.:ng about Japan and to see Japan? 

;B'L: Y,'es. I even for a month or two took separate lessons in the evening and had 

a Ja.panese teacher~ In ~act, :Lt was Mr. Ni5h:Lmura, I think it is, and I 

think until recently he still taught over at the Noganuma, School. He had a 

yo:j.::ce. like a cement mfxeJ:, like gravel grinding on. He struggled with me, 

but it WaS too ;much ·to work during the day and tJ:y and do it at night. I just 

couldn ~ t concentrate, I was, too tired, 50 I finally gave it up after a while. 

MM: How did this arrangement work out during that time you were with ATIS, the 

nisei and yourself? 

fL: I' didn't make close friends with the nisei, although the chaps I knew and 

worked with I liked and had good relations. 

11M: But did this turn outta be a fairly' adequate arrangement whereby his 

Japanese and yauJ: English together accomplished the job? 
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FL: Oh, I think it may have been adequate translation. In those days my Japanese 

somehow wasn't as good in translating as it could be. It really wasn't until 

l' went back into it in graduate work that I began to be able to translate very 

precisely and accurately~ I think now with a dictionary I can turn out an 

excellent translation from Japanese into English. 

MM: Would you say that the arrangement that you had with the nisei was represen

tative of what was going on in ATTS? Letf. s see, how shall we put it, the 

degree of expertise in ATIS. What was it? 

FL; I know what you mean. tvell, I may have been wrong. I had the feeling that 

many of the others did a better job or were able to do a better job. 

:MM; But you were not working on these translations from newspapers and translations 

from journalsf I suppose ATIS did many different kinds of things. 

FL: I think so. I think what we were doing is more work connected with intelligence 

or the type of thing that the war crimes trials dealt with. I don't think we 

did these casual political articles in the newspapers. 

MM: Do YQu know to whom your translations. were sent? 

EL: No. I think ATlS at that time had been under an Australian guy that WaS. head 

o~ it. Then I'moyed out of it after a short time. 

MM; By the. time you arrived:. Col. Hashpir, I suppose, had left Japan. But he was 

the wartime head of ATIS and then he was there in the beginning stages ot the 

occupat:;ton. 

FL~ I se.em to vaguely remember that there was an Australian but maybe I'm wrong. 

I cantt even ;t;emember who he was. But then I went to the Foreign Trade 

Division. 

MM: How was it that you happened to leave ATIS and go to the. Foreign Trade? 

FL; Well~ on the boat coming over I'd met one of the older administrators who 
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was head of~~I think he. was connected with that section. And he helped by 
an 

-making a recommendation, and since I' d ha..9:../ economics degree, they were will..-

ing to pe:rmit an internal shift. So then I was assigned to the Foreign Trade 

Divi.sion. 

MM: Why did you wish an internal shift? 

FL: Because I didn't like translating and because I didn't think I was doing a 

good job, a good enough job. 

11M; You were telling me the other morning that you made some mistake as, to figures 

and I wondered if you wanted to repeat that on tape. 

FL; Well, it wasn~t anything serious because the records I was keeping was just 

for accounting purposes and our office was mainly keeping track of the small 

amount of trade we had) either what we classified as imports coming into Japan, 

mainly ~J;om the States in the form of cotton goods, surplus food, and things 

of that natu:re, and then the small amount of trade which was just beginning. 

Mainly it had to channel through us. There was some small private trade that 

was permitted to come and to buy products and export. And we were exporting, 

of all things, shiitake mushrooms to China, which seems odd since that~s the 

place where. we usually import them from. I know we had some in my filing 

cabinet. I don't know why I had samples there. I th~nk we took them home 

and boiled them and ate them. They were very good. 

Qh, yes, the figures. I was in charge of keepi,ng track of the cotton ship-

'ments coming in, and I guess I -d take the daily quotations from wherever the 

maJ;ket was, Atlanta. And you could tell the grade and type of cotton that.,...,,\,,,,, 

I think each bale would have a distinguishing mark. And then I would compare 

it with the day~5 quotations and put down a value and a price for that~ I 

had a kind of double-entry ledger 50 that one page would kind of check the 
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other but through ~ome ~trange bu~iness I made a $600,000 mistake on one 

page and there wa~, for some strange reason a similar, complementary error 

on the other page, so it wasn't caught until later on., Fortunately, I had 

shifted to a slightly different section by that time. I'd been initially 

in the Records Section and then I went over in the actual Trading Division. 

MM: I would be very interested in your recollection of how that part of the 

Economic and Scientific Section was organized. When you were in Records, 

what k:J::nds of records in addition to your work were being kept and who was 

the head of the Records Division? 

FL: Well, that was the 3ection that would turn out'""-we kept a monthly detailed 

running record of the imports and exports. And then I think that wa3 com

piled together and was is.sued quarterly or annually as a record of the imports 

and expo;rt~. to Japan unde'r the occupation administration. I don't even re

member the chq.p that was the head of that little office. There were only 

about 3ix or eight of us in it. I vaguely remember, I can 3ee some of the 

individuals that I knew in it, I liked everybody there. Pe.ople were quite 

congenial. Oh, Helen Leyde I think was in that division. She wa3 sort of 

the chief, accountant ~ She was. very j oIly and easy-going. As a matter of 

fa,ct) TI!Y wt£e tt turned out worked in Los Angele3 with her si3ter, but I only 

knew that years later. 

MM: Wa,3. she strictly, a ciVilian or do you know if she -d had a WAC /Womens Army 

CQrp~j background or anything like that prior to taking the job? 

FL: No ~ she wa3 a, civili.an. There was one young chap, I don v t even remember hi3 

name any more~ He had light 3andy hair, a pleasant fellow, had been either 

a GI or..--I think he'd been a GI and I think he~d even gotten out of the 3ervice 

in Japa,n and taken on this job. So I think there wa3 even 30me recruiting 
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11M: I~ the name Emer~on Ro~~ familiar to you? 

FL: No. 
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11M: Becau~e I thought that he might have been the overall chief perhap~ a bit 

later. 

FL: I remember General /William F~/ Marquat was head of ESS ~conomic and 

Sci'entiflc Secti,on/. 

MH: Yes. Well, I would like to know about General Marquat or was he just a 

verY' dim ~igurer 

FL: Very dim. l' don't think I ever even saw him. I jus.t knew the name. I'm 

afra,id I neVer had any contact with any of the people that were very high 

ranking. When I ~hifted over to the more trade.,...oriented division I remember 

Henry Zimm,e·17ma,n wa,s the head of that ~ And Mrs. Fink wa~ his chief a~sistant. 

They ha,d both been pri~Qner~ of war in Shanghai and had been in busine~~ 

there be~ore the war. 

11M; He was an ,America,n bus·ine~~man in Shanghai? 

FL: They., both were. 

J1M: What wa,~ the na,me of, this divi5ion~ Fore;j:gn Trade Divi~ion or Trade Division? 

FL: 'Foretgn Trgde .Divi'sion. 

J:.:tM: And thi.s would have been 1947 then? 

)!L: Ye.5~ right;! and we were in the old Norin Building, which was right next to 

the. Dai\'Ichi where MacArthur's headquarter~ were. It was kind of in a little 

alcove. ~n the southea,st corner. I think it's' still there. 

11M: When you we;re in thi~ 'Foreign Trade Division--I'm trying to remember now the 

chronology-,-..-it W8,S sometime early in 1947 that Washington anyway was starting 

to think s.eriously about foreign trade. And I suppose simultaneously people 
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over here a~ well to help rehabilitate the Japane~e economy. 

FL: I vaguely ~eem to remember that near the end of my ~tay they began to open 

up and invite large number~ of foreign trader~, a~ they were called. They 

had ~'pecial billet~ where they put them, I think. 

M}1; I would be intere~ted in hearing more about the preparations for the arrival 

of foreign trader~ in Japan. 

~L: Well~ unfortunately', I had nothing directly to do with any of those sort of 

interesting developments. I probably only knew about them from reading the, 

I guess we depended on The Stars. al1.d Stri~. No, I guess we got The Japan, 

The Nippon Times is what it was called then. We got that daily and it was 

very' similar to The Japan Times now, not as good. It was until even relatively 

recent years :!:'t was always poor on Japanese news. It· s within the last 10 

years, I think, that it t S be.en relatively good now that the American military 

a$Vects of the foreign community have receded SO much into the background. 

11M: How do you remember Stars and Stripes; :Fairly poor journalism) sensational .... 

isti~c j ournalJsm? That was the chief source of news for you other than 

Nippon Times? 

FL; Xe~'~ 

'11M: Do you remember editions of Time or Newsweek as well in that period? 

rL; I just don~t remember 

11M; 'J1ainly Star$' and St'ripes' and Nippon Times? 

;FL; Y'8$_ 

Wi; You and you;r American friends who went off on these excursions, where did 

you chiefly' go? Did you have quite a variety of things that you did? 

FL: ~e$:~ 

Wi: Or did you decide that you liked something in particular and keep doing that 
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like going to Hakone? 

FL: I can remember one time Jim Ol~en and I, I can't remember now whether we went 

down to Hiro~hima one time and backc--it wa~ ju~t a day--and vi~ited Miajima. 

One time I think we went up to Matsushima. That wa~ really one of the mo~t 

gorgeous places I've ever seen, all those little islands with the beautiful 

pines. We were staying in a Japanese inn up on the second floor, I can 

remember. I think it was February and terribly cold, and it seemed to me so 

incongruou~ the maid came in and threw open the shoji and the amado. We were 

sitting there in the middle of February looking out at this gorgeous scene 

and eating our breakfast bundled up in 

The J;apanese food was pretty poor in those days. 

MMt But you did eat Japanese style food? 

~L; Yes. 

MM: Including Japanese style breakfast? 

with not very good food. 

~L: We went to Kokura to ski onc~. I can remember a trip out to O~hima by boat 

from Yokohama.. It was a very stormy day. No, it wa~ a windy day; the sky 

WaS clear and eveTybody was ~easick except the wife of some colonel on board 

who played poker all the way over to the island. And all the rest of us spent 

our time leaning oyer and throwing up over the side. The huge waves were 

way 1p high above this little tiny boat and you could see Mt. Fuj i ju~t a~ 

clear, just underneath the waves, just like that print of, what i5 it, the 39 

views of :Fuji or whatever it is~ by Hok5an, I guess~ It looked exactly like 

that~ ·but we didn~t appreciate it going over. And we got on 5hore and I 

could still :t;eel the things wobbling back and forth. We were all quite un

~ettled. So the next day we all called up the office and ~aid we were too ill 

to leave and stayed an extra day_ The island was beautiful. It was covered 
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with tsubaki, camellias all in bloom. And when the wind would blow, the 

backs of the leaves would turn over and be just silver. And then the side 

of the mountain would turn back green. And we got in an old, rickety bus 

and went along this terrible road up to the top where this little volcano is. 

Somebody had a camel up there. It was a little desert-like place. 

MM: A camel? 

!;FL: Yes. There had been two or three camels on Oshima. I think the camels have 

since died. I 1,0. heard that they weren t. t there any longer about 20 years ago. 

11M: So you had a ;Eairly good time then~ a fairly nice life during that period? 

FL: Oh, yes, it was lots o;E fun. 

MM; That\s the. basic message. 

17L: Well, the thing o,f course was that we were received almost with enthusiasm by 

the. ~apanes'e, to be pel;,fectly frank. And none of the women ever had the 

slightest worry even walking on the darkest streets. There were very few 

streetlights. In the most deserted, most disreputable place I never heard 

of a case of anybody in the occupation ever being touched or annoyed. Even 

pickpocke.ts neve:r came near us. 

MM: WouJd you say then that mOS.t of the Americans or at least mos.t of the ones that 

you observed o:r weTe xx-iendly with, like you wanted to make these excursions 

and were curious to get out and see what Japan was like? Or did they tend 

to kind of jus:t live a little American routine? 

I;FL; No? I think unlike the people who came later during post-occupation times who 

would o,ften stay completely within the American thing, none of that at the 
who 

time~ I think everybody/got out into Japan was interested in it and had 

someth;tng to do with it~ I think it had something to do with the war having 

been ...... ·reyery,body was confined in one way or another ~ even civilians at home 
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so that the end of the war was a great release. And then once production 

resumed after the first two years, there was an enormous appetite for all of 

the pleasures of a free society which people had been denied and the 

freedom ~rom fear and sudden death and £amily problems. 

MM: So the Japanese didn't display overtly anyway animosity or hostility toward 

you, and you and your friends also didn't have any pent-up hatreds from the 

wartime toward the. Japanese? 

FL: Well, that was the other very curious thing we all commented on was it was 

almost as though, regardless of any bad wartime experiences in Japan itself, 

somehow eVeryone seemed to put those aside. Hut I think that was a quality 

that perhaps everybody had, and I guess' it must have been different from 

Europe or even the Philippines where there was a lot of animosity between 

those who ha,d collabol?ated or tolerated or welcomed the Japanese and those 

who had struggled a,gainst them .. 

MM;: Did you have much occasion to observe just the ordinary GI and his behavior 

in J'apan a,t this time? 

FL; Ye5~ I would say in general they behaved qui.te well. Now it's true there 

weTe exceptions~ An awful lot o£ drunken GI's would abuse the Japanese and 

I'd seen d'.(unken s·oldi.ers on the train occasionally, not beating anyone up 

but sometimes' being a little abusive verbally towards the Japanese men. I 

don~t think I saw them bother the women. However) I understood, although I 

d:t:dn· t observe it, that the Aus.tralian contingent who were down around the 

Kansa area would particularly be abusive and cruel to the Japanese. But I 

don ~t believe they, ever arous'ed much opposition. 

MM: Were any' sto;r;-ies about this ever in Nippon Times or Stars and Stripes about 

misbehaving GI~s or misbehaving Americans? 
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FL: No. I ~u~pect that fuat might have been deliberately ~uppre~~ed. There wa~ 

a lot of cen~or~hip we weren't aware of and ~ome of it wa~ done, a~ you know, 

quite indirectly without i~~uing detailed order~. 

MM: I know now that we're ~y~tematically ~tudying the occupation, we are learning 

about our cen~or~hip and media control. But at the time you weren't aware of 

thi~ heavy hand of control? 

FL: No, I wa~n·t aware but then I wa~n't in a po~ition where I would know about 

them. Well, I ju~t wa~n't concerned or knowledgeable about the~e thing~. 

MM: You mentioned that for your ~econd job with Economic and Scientific Section 

that you were clo~e to MacArthur'~ headquarter~. Did you ~ee much of the 

coming~ a,nd going~ of Ma,cArthur and all the commotion that it ~tirred up? 

'FL: Oh? ye~. Every so often I would ~ee him coming and going to the Dai-Ichi 

Building when ht~ car would drive up and very often a few curiou~ Japanese 

would line up alongside and gawk at him as he walked in and out of the 

bu:tld:;i.ng. One. chap I knew,....,-Itve forgotten his name now ..... -somehow acquired a 

bicycle. And one day General MacArthur's car hit his bicycle and knocked 

him. down and I gue~s the General got out and asked him if he was all right. 

And he sa.:td ye.s:> s'o he got back in the car and drove off. He didn't get hurt. 

I could rem.em.be:17 seeing his son and one of the maids taking him to play in 

th:t:s little grassy area :;i.n front of the Embassy Compound. 

MM: But the. ~J'apane.se. really dtd bow and scrape when he went by? 

~L; Oh, I th.tnk so. He was. very much admired and there was nothing derogatory 

ever :prtnted in the local paper l' I guess. 

MM; And did they come and stand outside deliberate.ly in the hope of seeing him? 

'FL; ~\es. 

11M; There. we;r;e always little pockets of people? 
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FL: Well, by the time I'd come of cour~e it wa~ quite a while after the initial 

pha~e, ~o that our pre~ence wa~--we were all familiar with that. And a~ you 

know from the way the occupation wa~ conducted, even though we were all evident 

and allover in Tokyo in our bu~e~ coming up and down, were very different, 

our presence was very low-key and for the average Japanese I think they 

weren't really aware that we were there scarcely at all. They still dealt 

with their government in the customary way and had no direct connection with 

us. 

MM: Doe~ that mean that you didn't see all that many GI's in uniform on the 

Tokyo streets or elsewhere? 

FL: Yes'! T think people all wore uniforms in those days. 

MM: But you said the presence was low.,...key. 

FL; Well~ there were very :eew cases where either civilians or American or occupa-

tion GI were directly directing Japanese, particularly around Tokyo where 

most o:e us were or Yokohama where the two big concentrations were. 

M:M; But there were a su:e:eicient number~ wouldn~t you say, of American troops and 

Allied t'TOOpS stationed in Japan? So that at least the GI in uniform was a 

common sight? 

~L: A common 5ight. 

M:M; Wha,t ab0ut your other amu1?ements, other than touring around Japan? Lots of 

Ameri.can -movies, American..-style entertainment? Or did you also venture forth 

and enjoy kabuki or bunraku or no or other 

FL; Oh, no, we. went to bunraku and kabuki and no plays. There used to be a res ..... 

ident group out around Okikabo, I gues.s, or somewhere. There used to be a 

resident school here and then one down in Kyoto, I guess. 

Ml1~ Doe5 that mean that you went with the Japanese or you were in a Japanese 
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audience to ~e.e the~e performance~? Or were the~e performance~ e~pecially 

for foreigner~? 

FL: Well~ they often had ~pecial one~, both. The kabuki it would be better if 

you went :for a ~pecial performance because then it would just be ~elected 

highlights with a program in English describing it. I didn't have the in

teres't or patience to sit through a genuine cycle let alone a single kabuki. 

But then I didn't become an afficionado as some people did. 

J1M: Do you remember the housing for kabuki and no in those days? They didn't 

have of course their nice theatres that they have now. 

FL; I think I saw kabuki in the Kabukiza. I think they'd repaired a good portion 

of it well enough to I give performances there when I was there in 1947. 

J1M: And 50 the staging was quite magnificent by the time you saw it? 

FLc Yes. 

MM: And the $tage devices were quite ingenious? 

IFL: The present Taka:razaka Theatre used to be the Ernie Pyle Theatre where they 

had Gl movie$~ Of course my experiences and the group of people I was with 

9,';I?e yer;y untYl'ica,l of the. occupation because we had an unusual background 

a,.nd ~pe.cial inte;r:e~t and entre to Japanese society that most other people 

p;t:obR,bly' wouldn't have. 

11M; Since YQU d:td have. the, economics background and training, could you in ret

'rospect pe:rhap.~ capture some o;e the economic conditions in the time when you 

cq,me. :tn in 1946 and then as you go on in into 1947? What was your sense at 

the ttme, of; jus't the day-to-day economic problems of the Japanese? Any signs 

of change, or 

FL: I think there was considerable change even in the year I was there, although 

1947 1 thj:nk was the wor$t year for economic conditions. Food was the biggest 
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problem The trainlS were in a bad IStateo You could climb in and out of the 

windowlS lSometimelS, and of courlSe the ISeatlS were ragged and falling apart and 

the coachelS were in bad condition. In tholSe daylS many people, all they could 

get to eat walS ISweet potatoelS and mOISt office workerlS were permitted to ISpend 

two or three hourIS a day taking the train out to the country hunting for food 

from the farmerlS. They weren't reduced to eating grass although I had gotten 

these fr:i:ends later on that ISa:i:d that they sometimes used to even eat grass 

to have something in the.ir stomachs, although that t s a bad thing to have done 

because. it can do some permanent damage. I did see a few people dying, ragged 

people under the stations. I was lSort of surprised to see lSome ragged guy 

ISleeping in the IStation plaza in Kyoto the other day_ The first time I'd 

ISe.en that for yea,rlS. But quite a few people tried to live on their rations, 

which wa,s almolSt impolSsible. You had to go to the black market. It seemed 

as though.eyerybody in Japan walS ISelling something to lSomeone elISe. If you 

had anything at all that s'eemed salable, you would try to sell it to get lSome 

kind of money to buy lSome food. By that time the yen had depreciated about 

200% or 300% in the. previous :18 months, and there was no control over it 

at all. 1 think JOlSeph Dodge either arrived at the end of my IStay or jUlSt 

afte* that where they jUlSt sort of put a stop to the inflation like just 

yanking on the 'reins Of a horse. But conditions were very, very bad. People 

then would Often go around in Japanese hakama and silk kimono because that's 

the. only clothes left, and any kind of cotton was hard to get. People still 

wore.-mompei. You·d often see women walking around the IStreetlS in those 

bloom,er,like costumes, but everything was terribly ragged and bedraggled and 

eyerY'th:j:~ng was gray and drab. But even in the IShort nine months, as I said, 

new houses were going up like mUlShroomlS everywhere all around central Tokyo 
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and there was much more of a bustle. There was no sign of any movement in 

industry. All of the manufacturing plants between here and Yokohama still 

were just a mass of ruins 'and broken and rusty pipes and fallen masonry and 

collapsed roofs where they'd been destroyed in the fires. 

MM: You mentioned the children in--you mentioned people sleeping in the stations. 

FL: Much of them children. I noticed many small children and babies with star

vation..-induced problems with their faces would be marked with, I can't 

remember what the disease would be. 

MM: A/malnutrition disease? 

'FL: Yes 

MM: Did children ever approach you for candy or for food? 

FL: Surprisingly little hegging, no. I don\t remember children pursuing us. I 

guess some of them did do jobs like bootblacks.. Actually that was too precious 

to leave to children. A lot of adults depended on it as their major thing. 

Of course always a good present was soap or chocolate and when we visited 

Japanese friends we always took some. And when Mr. Nishimura was helping me 

with my Japanese, I can remember one time I bought a whole lot of food at the 

PX, which was strictly forbidden, and gave it to him as a going-away gift 

wilen we terminated our lessons. I know he didntt want to take it but then he 

wasn ~ t willing to refuse it. So then he took it and I can s.till see him 

fiu't'rying off with his pockets terribly conspicuous in his brown hakama, Japanese 

looking very worried. T think he was one of those who wouldn't 

buy, on the black market and lived on his ration. So I felt he and his family 

needed the food, but I didn't really know whether I was doing more harm than 

good by doing this. 

MM; You picture quite an austere life for the Japanese.I'm reminded of when I had 
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my fir~t experience in Japan. It wa~ a few year~ after the occupation a~ a 

graduate ~tudent in 1958/59, and of cour~e the phy~ical a~pect of Tokyo wa~ 

very much different from what it i~ today but thing~ weren't much better, 

I'm ~ure, than even 1952, the end of the occupation. I remember how delighted 

I wa~ by the coffee-~hop ~cene. Wa~ there anything comparable to this when 

you were in Japan or were conditions just too terrible and too awful to in

dulge in co~fee shops? 

;FL: I don-t remember much in the way of anything like a coffee ~hop, no. 

MM: When yvu met your Japanese fr:iends, it was in their homes? 

FL: Yes ~ nearly al way'3 • 

MM~ Not in little J?estaurants or little sake or 

'FL: Well, I didn':t. 

places? 

MM: Wbuld this be because you couldn't go into those places? 

FL: No" it was my ~ault. 

MM; Your pel;50nality? 

FL: Yes. Usually mY' contacts with Japanese were the people we knew at the office 

or people that we met through arrangement~ that tended to be similar kind of 

middle .... ,cla,s·s people, I gues5. 

MM; What SQrts o~ things did thes.e Japanese want to know from you? Did they ask 

)7'Ou lot~ o~ questions about the United State~? Or did they a~k you que~tion5 

a,bout demokurashi or a,ny 0;E tho~e thing~? 

:FL: Ohl! ye~ In ;eact I taught a clas'~ of ~tudent~ at Tokyo Univer~ity for a while. 

Jim Olsen and I did that~ 

MM;: Engli:~h? 

'FL: Yes, Their Engl:i::sh wa,~ pretty primit:ive. They really couldn tt say much. 0;E 

a,nY'thingl' but we struggled with them through a few ~e~sions and Jim, I think? 
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~tuck at it more than I did. 

MM: Thi~ wa~ at, did you ~ay Tokyo? 

FL: Tokyo Univer~ity and then the univer~ity pre~ident had a little dinner for 

u~ when we fini~hed. There were about ~ix or eight of u~. I think they 

were nearly all ex-U.S. Navy Language School type~, and I wa~ trying to re

member hi~ name. He wa~ quite an important figure in Japan. It'~ not 

Yo~hida. 

MM: The pre~ident of Tokyo Univer~ity? 

FL: Ye~. 

MM: Nambara? 

FL: Ye~, it was Nambara. He wa~ quite a nice guy. He wa~, I think, an important 

ftgure in the movement. I think I ~till have a little white fan 

where he. w~ote a little poem on it for me a~ a going-away pre~ent. 

MM: How would :you de~cribe the~e ~tudent~? They were eager for the Engli~h but 

they' weJ;e al~o eager to have contact with a foreigner or with an American? 

FL: Oh, they were. but they were terribly naive and really couldn't ~eem to do very 

much~ There really wa~n't much real contact. In fact, one of the person~ 

Itve known ever ~ince and know be~t, Akakisan, was a graduate student at 

Todai under, who's the guy who wrote about bureaucracy so much? Akira--I've 

~orgotten his name. 

MM: Kapota; 

FL: No. Anyway--let Y. s see, when did I meet him? I gues.s that must have been when 

I came back ai;te',t' that. It must have been 1957/1958 when it was ea~ier to 

have much more of a normal relationship. Somehow none of these things seemed 

to build up very much in those old days. Oh, there were one or two people 

that were a bit friendly at that time. Now I dimly remember it. I haven't 
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thought of any of these things for 35 years. The librarian was one that 

had helped organize these classes with us to go out and speak English, and 

he invited me to his house one weekend, I think, and he was very nice. Ifm 

sorry I can't even remember his name now. So there was a little more of a 

friendly contact even for me in one or two cases, but these were unusual. 

Part of the difficulty was we were reluctant to eat too much of their food 

from the Japanese because they had so little. And it was always embarrassing 

because. the Japanese always put on a nice meal, and you never knew whether 

you were eating up a week~s. worth of their food wasted on you for one meal, 

even the middle class or other people, you know. So these are inhibiting 

;f;acto1;'~ you need to remember. 

11M: .Did your interest in politics mature or develop at this time? Or is this later? 
had 

:FL: Un~01;'tunatelY' no. It would be so convenient now i;f; I had/some of the interest 

that l have now and it would have done me more good. 

M;M; What was your sense at that time of the overall purpose o;f; the occupation, if 

I;FL; Oh., I think I and -most everybody was well aware o;f; the chief purposes which 

was to demilitarize and a~ they said in those days, to democratize Japan, 

although that seems a little bit presumptuous now. It didntt seem so ter-

-rtbly\ unrealistic, although we realized that it wa.s somewhat self-contradictory 

to make somebody be democ1;'atic if they didn~t want to be. But I think to a 

surpris~ng degree everybody did want to be somehow something like that, and 

I th:j::nk we d:j::'d 5.eem to,-.,...I think even I in those days was naive enough to think 

that the way we did things in America s.omehow was better and it would be 

good i;f; the ;TaI?anese did the same way. So that"s the way it seemed and how I 

;i;elt. 
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MM: By the time you got there of course the new constitution had been written 

and certain basic decisions had been made about the Emperor and the Emperor's 

role. Do you recall much conversation or talk among yourselves or with 

Japanese about the constitution or about the parliament or about elections 

or about the Emperor? 

FL; Unfortunately no, even though I knew some people who were in the headquarters 

and even in the Pol:itical Division. Unfortunately we never discussed those 

things with them or had a great interest in them at the time. Oh, in general 

o~ course I knew about the new constitution. It seemed to be a good move and 

I didn't question these things, but I had a general knowledge and understanding 

of; wha,t the policies were. But I ~m sorry to say I didn't discuss them or 

have the kind of contacts where~-

MM: Or your J'apanes'e friends were not also of the s.ort who would have broached 

subjects like that? 

FL: Oh, I'm sure we discussed these subjects f;rom time to time but I'm sorry 

to say- at this point I don't really recall exactly. 

END TAPE I, BEGIN TAPE II 

~ • . I was goi.ng to just say if people had strong anti-American feelings or 

cri.t::i-~cal ~e.elings, they usually concealed them, although I knew many people 

did have re.sentments and I know a great deal of; contacts with occupation 

people we:re unpleasant and unfriendly for many. But most of this is knowledge 

l' acquired later from studying and reading what people had said or what had 

happened. But I just personally had none of those types of experiences .. 

I'm afraid I lived in a rather rarified kind of little ghetto with people 

who weren't involved in any major political or economic decisions. We were 

jus't too young and unimportant. 
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}~1: Did you continue in any way to read about Japan? Of course in those days 

there weren't the marvelou~ translations of literature, of poems, of plays 

that we have now. 

FL; Oh, there used to be guys coming around with secondhand books, prewar stuff. 

I mainly bought books on art and I did go down to Kyoto one time, managed 

to wangle myself order1S, and there was a chap that I'd run into that had 

liyed tnlIlY home town who was a, doctor in Kyoto. So he put me up at the 

hospital where they stayed. I spent a week going around looking at many of 

the thtngs at the temples that I'd read about in the art books and guidebooks. 

So we had acce5~ to s'ome ma.terials' of that sort. 

}1l1.; So you d:i:d continue in a sense to broaden your academic knowledge o£ Japan? 

!)?L: Well, then I came across a descr:i:ption of Fairbanks' new program in China 

Studies and he had just started it. So I decided to go back and go into 

that, 50 I reverted back to going into graduate work and decided to take that 

program. So I came in on the second year. J:1arius Jansen was in the first 

year and I was in the second. 

}:[H: You read about this in ~apan, read about this new program? 

;FL: Yes~ when I was in this Foreign Trade Division. 

'M}1: And you were ready to leave anyway, leave Japan and resume your career? 

;11L; Well~ by that time I wanted to do something academic, I guess. As I said, I 

think now that was a very bad decision, but I didn't know it then. So I went 

back and did the two-year program in Chinese Studies, but I don't know why it 

wasnl,t in Japanese. J:1arius concentrated in Japanese but I did the Chinese 

side. 

Mlvl; Can you describe that program for me? What was Fairbank trying to accomplish 

with those two years? This was l1aster's? 

FL: Quite a bit. It was a l1aster's program. We had two years of Chinese, a 

concentrated program the first year and a little more advanced the second 
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year and they tried to teach us to speak. Mrs~ Bien was my Chinese teacher. 

I think T was the worse student in the class. Then there was a big seminar 

we. had every week and di~:e-erent people we inVIted in like Crane Brinton 

would COme in and talk about revolution in European s'ociety and somehow we 

were supposed to take this and apply it to China. And somebody else would 

be hauled in on S:Ome other subj ect. He was' attempting to apply social science 

ap]?roaches tq China and China problems, and then thos'e people--there were a 

few--interested tn Japan picked Japanese topics. I think we had to do a paper 

each f,i're;t year and se.cond year,. It really wasn ~ t a thesis but s'ort of,...-

11M: Who were some of the people who were in this two..-year course with you? 

:FL: Oh~ gosh~ it's hard fo)? me to r,ecall now who they were. I remember Marius,. 
have 

MM: But others who 'might/continuEd on in the :e-ield or just you and Marius? 

-;l3'L: There were others. Oh~ yeS~ Bob SekaI was in it. I knew him quite well~ I 

still see. him occasionally. Ellis Carls'on WO'l7ked on Kaping a mining company 

in China'! And what did Bob do~ his work problem? I've forgotten now' that 

he's become an expert on Satsuma _ I'm sure there mus't be a number of others 

in it. 

11M: But th:;ts l1ae;ter I,S prO&17am at Harvard was Chinese Studies and it was'~ across 

the board it was language~ history? 

);B'L: Language, }1:odern China" history, political and e.conomic aspects, social as.pects. 

11M; Was thi's the inception of Harvard t. s Center for East Asian Studies? 

';FL; I supp.ose you could say it goes back to that to some extent perhaps.. Then I 

:t;inis'hed that ~ T did the two years ~ In the meantime I':d spent a lot of time 

going skting with an old f,ri'end of. mine who t d been in my prewar class ~ Ron 

D:j;nelli. And Ron was planning to go in and get his Ph .. D. in chemis,try' which 

he did. He~s now the head of the chemical laborato;t:,'ie.s at Harvard. He was 
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planning to do it 50 I partly because of his influence decided, "Well, I'd 

like to go on and get a Ph.D. and go into university teaching, too." So I 

applied to go in to doing it in history, and just at that point History 

decided they we17e training too many people and there were no jobs at the 

moment. So they suddenly cut back by about a half and decided that I could 

not be among the chosen few, and they informed me of this. And so then I 

applied to do it in political science, or decided I would do it in political 

science. But then I v'd taken the course on Japan ~ s politics with Bob 

Scallopino, who was just finishing his Ph.D. I knew he was going out to 

Berkeley so I applied to a number of other graduate schools to do a Ph.D. 

and got accepted, I guess~ at Berkeley and Columbia and Yale and Cornell. 

So I decided to go out to Berkeley because Bob was out there, partly because 

he was out there. But I was still thinking I would continue in Chinese 

Studies but at the. time M17. Maah was the Chine.se Politics guy at Berkeley 

and none. of us liked him very much. He was a very reactionary pro-Kuomin

tanger, and we tended to be much more like Fairbank who was a backer of 

Genera,l /George C~/ Marshall and his program to try to get the Chinese 

COTIlllluni.sts and the Kuomintang back together and then fully in favor of 

ffresident Harry S~/ Truman's decision to wash his hands of the Kuomintang 

when the White Paper came out. 

MM; So when you were going to Berkeley would have been 1950? 

FL~ 1949. So after seeing what Mr. }1aah was like I decided I'd switch back 

and continue on with Japan as my specialty. And so I did my doctorate on 

Japanese Aspects under Bob Scallopino. 

MM: I would be most interested to know your assessment of the state of Japanese 

Studie.s at Berkeley when you arrived in 19.49 particularly since you started 
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before the war and then had additional training at Stillwater and had been in 

Japan and had done ~ome Chine~e Studie~ at Harvard. Now you're at Berkeley, 

which wa~ al~o developing a~ a center in the po~twar year~. So how much had 

been done by the time you arrived to create a good program, both for politic~ 

and generally for Japane~e Studie~? 

fL: Well actually I think at that time there was little in the way of any kind of 

special Japanese. prog1;'am insofar as there was. any at all. As far as polical 

~c:ience was concerned, it was Bob Scallopino. He gave a course on Asian 

facific Foreign l?olicy International Relations'. I think he did a course on 

Japanese, G,oye:t;"nment and Politics and I guess he had perhaps a graduate seminar 

whi'ch, I'm not quite sure now. I can {t even remember just exactly whether it 

concentrated on Japan or not. When I got there, I decided I wanted to do a 

Ph~D. in I?olitical Science? which actually when I plunged into political 

sci'ence, which Irea,lly hadn t t had much of, and for the next two year~, I 

gues'5~ all I did was prepare for then ~ome, oh, six or eight written exams 

and two or three or four oral examinations covering things such as political 

theor¥' ;erom the t:j.me of Socrates to Machiavelli and all sorts of things that 

had reall¥, nothing to do much with Japan. I did take one, I think it was a 

summer cou);se in translating Japanese where I really felt that I suddenly 

stopped trans,la,t:j.:ng word for word and began to think of what it was the 

author had in :mind in tra,nslating good English from that point of view. And 

I thtnk from then on I was able to translate better because I noticed one 

author d:j.dn Y;t say even in Japanese what he had in mind. I could tell what 

he, meant to say and sometimes even he didn't express it in Japanese perhaps 

the way he had intended. So that was good. 

MH; Y:ou say that for you the major attraction at Berkeley was Bob Scallopino. 
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Why wa~ thi~? What wa~ hi~ reputation at that point in the field of Japane~e 

Politics or A~ian Politics? 

FL: Well, I was impressed by his lectures on Japanese Government and Politics 
still 

which he gave at Harvard when he wa~/a graduate student or else just having 

~inished his doctorate. And he was then a young and shining, risin& young 

pro~e5'sor. He was also very active in ADA {Americans for Democratic Action/. 

He spent a lot of time with the graduate students and was very well liked 

and was and was' considered very liberal, 50 very different from the later-on 

days when he was criticized for being too reactionary or too conservative 

somehow. 

HM; As you def:i:ned liberals :tn those days, 1~49, was it an FDR.,...Truman liberal? 

'lfL: Yes ~ and it meant :tn this respe.ct not being very enthusiastic about Chiang 

Kai"",shek when he fi.rst went to Taiwan and the Kuomintang and the feeling that 

their record was very poor and that they were mainly responsible for the 

breakdown and the possibilities of any sort of combination regime in China. 

MJ.vl~ For Japan what would that mean, 19491 There was still Yoshida. The peace 

treaty hadn't been negotiated yet. The term ~Ireverse course" I don't know 

i~ it had been coined yet. 

:PL; No~ that was long before that, wasn-t it? 

IFL: In 194~- of course was just when the Communists were getting established and 

actually it didnlt make too much impression on us then. I mean, what it was 

to become was not clear. In fact it was even some time before it was clear 

that the Communists would turn 50 hostile. 

M}1; So a liberal in that sense would still be someone who really was zealous 

about reshaping and reforming Japanese society and still stamping out 
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vestiges of militarism, fascism? 

FL: Yes, I think 50. Ilm not even sure the change towards making Japan a bastion 

of the free world had really impinged on us very much. Then of course came 

the. Korean War. That would be 1950. It was a period when Bob thought he 

might be called back into active duty and I felt I even could possibly be. 

1 had thought of becoming active in the local Naval Reserve unit, but I never 

did. I guess I went to one of their meetings once. 

M:M; Ye~, this is a lead then to the next question. I '·m very interested in how 

the. p:roblem of the Korean War and then the emergence. of McCarthy affected 

you people in East Asian Studies and in Japanese Studies about 1950, 1951, 

1952. 

J;PL: I think the a.nswer to that is it didn-t really affect us much before wasn 1 t 

it about 1953 when McCaJ::'thy was becoming prominent. And by then I had fin

ished and I can remember reading about him in the Japanese papers when I was 

working with ~iss Ossino as my Japanese teacher after I had joined the then 

California program teaching university courses to the Armed Forces in Korea, 

Guam and Japan~ And I had taken tv-lO sIx ..... week stints in Korea lecturing to 

the Ai17:Force at Taegu, Fifth Air :Force Rear Headquarters. And then lid gone 

down fox two six ...... week sessions, I think it was, in Guam, coming back to Tokyo 

in between. Then 1 left the program but did some part..-time teaching at 

Tach:i:kawa and another place, live forgotten now where it was, in between 

TachikaW8; and Tokyo. 

MM: Was that under the auspices of the University of Maryland? 

FL: Cali.f ornia. 

M11: Oh, you said California, I'm sorry. That's before Maryland, yes. 

FL: And I guess it wa,s still California even in 1955. I think it was about 1956 
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that they switched and California pulled out. Bob had been very active and 

gone out on some of those teaching stints in the summer to get funds to go 

to Japan and went off nearly every year to do that for a while. And I guess 

he was doing things connected with getting more and more familiar with 

£oreign relations problems and 50 on. And he always did a lot of free-lance 

lecturing to earn extra income. He even did that at Harvard .. 

MM; One of the questions 1 meant to ask. you when we were still talking about 

the occupation~ and it doe.s come to mind now when we're alluding to HcCarthy ~ 

the secuxity issue. Was that much of a problem for you and your friends 

in the occupation, the problem of looking £or subversives in the occupation 

and getting them to leave Japan, for example, the signing of loyalty oaths? 

'FL: Oh, I can remember when it came up and I had to sign something when 1 was 

in the occupation which would be the Truman order in 1947, I suppose. And 

at the time I can remember none of us liked the idea and thought it was kind 

of an insult to have to sign something claiming you werenYt something which 

nobody was rather than it ~eemed to us. the traditional tdea was that you had 

to prove someone had done something before you--well, anyhow, the whole thing 

se,emed somehow topsy.,-turvy and turned around, T mean not really very fair. 

And I can :remember s:;Lgning an SA affidavit and feeling a little disappointed 

in myself for dotng so, thinking that I shouldn't have to do something like 

thts~ tha,t it ;r;eally wasn't proper, although T didn't at the time feel ter

ribly criti,cal of Tru1l}an. I still admired him very much, still do. I think 

he, wa,s g:t;eat ~ Of course this was about the time ........... 'well, when I went to Berkeley 

1 veally became interested in politics be.cause I was s,tudying it then and we 

were all enthusiastic Democrats and followed the elections. I can remember 

we went to a xally in Oakland when Harry came and how exciting it was and 
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we all cheered him with great enthusiasm. 

MM: Did the problem of McCarthyism and well, the IPR LInstitute of Pacific 

Relation~1 hearings, did that create a kind of division or as much divisive

ne.ss among people in East Asian Studies as the Vietnam War did later? 

FL: I think none. at all. I think everybody was 100 percent opposed and thought 

it was a terrible mistake and an awful thing and difficult to under~tand. 

Everyone knew what the IPR kind of stuff was, what sort of things they did, 

and everybody knew that thes.e publications had nothing to do with Communism, 

Harxism or anything else. It just seemed utterly silly and even if it's true 

one. or two people connected with the IPR were Communist sympathizers or 

Communist Party people or something, this never had any effect on publications 

or activitie5' which everybody knew about. 

11M; .DQ you think thi.s might have been mOre of a problem for people in the China 

field,? 

FL: Yes, it WaS because I heard about the ones that had been attacked and were 

sent to strange places or ~orced to leave the government service. We also were 

~airly convinced that these. people were unfairly being treated. 

MM:; Or even within the academic world, some academics gettirgvery, very angry at 

others in the China field. 

FL; Oh, ye.s, we were terribly shocked when Vitfogle went after LOweI!LLattimore. 

NM: For example, V i t fog 1 e and David Nelson Rauh. 

FL: We thought that was pretty had. And both Lattimore and Vitfogle had been 

invited by ~airbank5: out to talk to our seminars, so we knew who they were. 

Mt1;: You were. at California but I don't know if at that time George Taylor and 

Franz Michael and their controvers'y with John Fairbank'"""-

FL; I vaguely remember something slightly. 
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MM: It wouldn t have been important. 

FL: Yes, something about that, and I think we all set Taylor down a~ being ~ome 

kind of a reactionary or right.,...winger. Even if some of hi~ work may have 

been pretty good, he ~eemed by jumping on the bad~minding against Lattimore 

to be. be,tng unrea~onable,. 

MM; And yet Latti1Ilore when he publiliShed his book in 1945 'Solution in Asia was 

one of thQse who wanted to di~s,ol ve the zaiba,tsu and purge the businessmen 

and liSend the Empe-ro-r Off for permanent exile in Japan and thing~ like that. 

So I suppoliSe I~m trying to discern the various shades of liberalism in that 

period, beginning with the planning for the occupation and the occupation 

itliS'elf. 

FL: That rea,lly goes back hefore the period of my time. 

:Ml{; The old Japan hands we-re Of course very much. opposed to what Lattimore 

pres,'cr.:Lbed for Japan saying that they underf5tood J'apan better and Lattimore 

after all was jUliSt a Central Asian specialis,t and maybe peripherally a China 

specialist and how dare he make these comments about how' to reshape or reform 

Or the extent to which the Nnericans have the right to reform that area. 

;FL; Th:t.s would be natural fox liSo;meone who was China or' Mongol oriented looking 

at what J'apan had done and Wanting to reform and change it. It ~e.emed 

'-rea~ona.ble . 

MM: But none Of you were holdtng this particular kind of'thing against Lattimore 

in the peri.od Of his great travail? 

:FL: To be frank, I wasnlt aware of this' particular policy recommendation. I didn~t 

know about tt~ even th9ugh I did know about Latti',mQre"s work on his own area 

and had heard him when he came to talk to u~. At th.e time I think Fairbank 

had s,-eemed to be, admiring him tremendously, and he wa~ also terribly impres5ed 
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by Vitfogle ~ ~ grandio~e hydraulic theori'e~ of Chinese civilization" Of course 

he WaS hoping desperately that we could find ~omething ~-lightly theoretical 

that we could di~cover in our work ~o that it wa~ntt ju~t purely ~ome mundane 

~crabbling around in details, historical details. 

M11: When wa~ the first time that you heard the term "reverse coun~e\l applied to 

the occupation period? 

FL: Oh~ dear, Itm afraid that 1 was terribly out of it but let me see, when would 

that have been? 

1~1; Some have told me that the term was coined perhaps even by Japanese journalists 

around the middle fifties or so, maybe 1955, in talking about Yoshida's pol

:;tcies, and then that this got p:;tcked up and was retroactively applied to the 

occupation ttself to start talking about 1947 and 1948. 

FL: I think I must have known about this. I think it probably struck me as natural 

that after the occupation was over that the Japanese would almost deliberately 

exaggerate the attempts to change and review mistaken policies forced at them, 

that this would naturally be a popular thing to do~ And I didn't really 

question tt nor did I think it amounted to very much. I wasn't struck by any .... 

th:i..ng ye1iY ~ub~tanttal being done and later on when I knew more about what 

YQ~hida had done, I wa~ preparing my own lecture~ and therefore would go back 

and be more familiar with this period. I thought that it would be natural 

'really fo1;' h:;t'm, as it turned out, to defend a good deal of what had been done 

because he-~·d been in power at the time and it would reflect on him adven~ely. 

And :;tf you look at that edited version in Engli~h that's come outof his 

memoirs~ the f:;trst one, that he pretty well said everything that happened 

was just the way he wanted it, that the occupation had taken Japanese ideas 

fully into a.ccount. And even that I set down as I knew it was exaggeration 
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and self-serving. But it fits in with this 50 even though he maY' have 

talked a reverse course to the Japanese, for posterity and the rest of the 

world he talked about his support of what was done more or less to justify~ 

I would assume, his actions during the period. On the other hand of course 

I was aware too that he at the time had a certain amount of Japanese respect 

and support because it was felt he stood up to the occupation and frankly 

that ~,s correct. He never accepted rearmament really ~ He never undertook 

conscription, any of the things that lKonrad! Adenauer jumped to do in order 

to get Germany rehabilitated. And Japan has never yet cooperated fully and 

militarily ~s we all very well know. 

}.1M: You mentioned that you went back with the University of California to Korea 

and Guam a.nd Japan. That"s 1953 50 that"5 your first time back. 

FL; Yes, r was desperate for a job. I tried to get a job with the California 

State Government but they wouldn~t hire me~ and anybody that knew I had a 

ph.D. wouldn~t hire me because they said, "Oh, the first chance a teaching 

job 5hows up you'll disappear. ',f So the chance came to teach in the program, 

50 I took it and went out. 

11M: And you were how long in Japan as you were teaching in Gu~m and Korea? What 

wa.s· the Japan phase of your teaching? 

'FL: Well, we. weI,'e sort of in and out of Tokyo for a f. ew weeks. We'd go off on a 

six-week ass'ignment, come back for two weeks, go off for six weeks. So we 

used Tokyo as our base and we all stayed in the Dai'l"""'Ichi Hotel. I got to 

know some of; the. other teachers that way,~specially there. 

11M: Did you arrive at some sense of; the extent of the American military presence 

in East Asia after the Korean War as a result of teaching the military? 

FL: Oh~ yes, because I was mainly with the Air Force at that point. Of course 

I ~ d been in the N~yy during the war and that Marines' school. Then I'd worked 
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a~ a civilian for the Army when I was with MacAEthur Headquarters~ So I was 

aware of the presence here and then how later on, I can't quite remember when, 

I gues.s du;ring the latter part under the {General Matthew B"~j Ridgway adminis-

tration how they went off to Ka,nazawa I guess it was with a lot of them grad.,... 

ually shifted over to wearing civilian clothes so that uniformed men no 

longer could be. seen or conspicuous in Tokyo. 

MM; Thi.s was conscious policy? The. military were told not to wear uniforms? 

FL: Oh, ye1S, to deemphasize the American presence espectally after 1952, to try 

and give less and les.s grounds for the opposition Japanes'e to the military 
they 

bases and of course the whole policy whic1!/have always opposed ever since the 

end o~ the occupation. 

MM: So in fact there were four years, 1949.,...,1953, between the times that you were 

still in Japan? 

FL: No, I was here in 1946 and 1947. Then there was that long period to 1953 

before I came back.. So I really didn't know or see if anything much had hap-

pened in between~ 
your 

MM: SO what was/reaction to seeing Japan again in 1953:t not having seen it for 

several years% Any perceptible changes? 

FL: By' that time. it looked to me to be relatively prosperous and naturally there 

were quite a few changes and mos:t of the evidences of destruction were gone, 

obvious ones. And of course people had plenty to eat and so on. So I was 

tEemendQusly impre1Ssed bY' thes.e changes, but then of cours,e that Japan com .... 

pared with Japan even 10 years later was almost equally changed and remarkably 

advanced, more prosperous and so on. When was it that Japan really began to 

~mrpass what it had achieved before the war? Wasn't it until 1956 or 1957? 

Was it that late that the production outpaced what it had been before? It must 
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have been earlier than that. It wa5 really a long, long time before there 

was movement f.ox'Ward, but I gue55 it mU5t have been well under way by 1953. 

The Dodge line where they stopped the inflation of cour5e made a tremendou5 

improvement, even though all of Japanese bU5iness was opposed to it, did 

everything they could to weasel out and prevent it. And Yoshida as quickly 

as he could kept giving special aid, especially to the coal industry, the 

steel industry? in the beginning and 50 on. 

MM: Were you here. just before and after the Olympics 50 that you would have some 

comment to make. about how great the change was before and after 1964? For 

some of. us that seems to be the year of the great change. 

FL: Yes, fO]J me it was a great change because when I came back to Tokyo after 

they'd stuck in all of those superhighways and tore all the houses down to 

make that big road out near the Olympic areas, I almost felt lost in the 

old familiar parts of town, so there was quite a big physical change. And 

of course with the elevated highways, even though they are narrow two-lane 

things and quite big bottlenecks at the moment, gave the place quite a big

city,from an American point of view, outlook. Yes, there was a big change 

and of course. that~s when all the new subway lines suddenly began to appear 

and really made transportation in the city much, much better. I can remember 

waiting for the la5t 5treetcar up at the corner from my house and I wa5 wait

ing the. day after they'd cut off the service. Finally I couldn't figure 

out why the streetcar didn't come and got a taxi and went over to the Canadian 

Embassy. I guess I wa5 going to a reception or something. 

MM: That wa5 about the time too that so many cars began to appear in Tokyo. 

END SIDE I, BEGIN SIDE II 

pL; ..• dual kind of occupation where enormous changes took place in Japan but 
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in term5 of my own teaching, I have a feeling that of cour5e the rea50n for 

it5 apparent succe55 in terms of making Japan into a much more of a modern 

democratic, almost We5tern kind of country, wa5 becau5e that's the wayan 

awful lot of Japanese wanted it and that they were in a lucky position 

where they could bring it about with sufficient pressure applied by the 

occupation and that it was partly succe5sful, I suppose, because of the 

indirect nature of it where from the Japanese they were only conscious of it 

mainly of the Japanese government affecting them and didn't 5ee directly or 

too close up the extent that they were controlled and pushed. And even though, 

for instance, no Japanese budget ever went through until it had been agreed 

to by the occupation and they actually forced them to make the. income equal 

the. outgo, at least after the Dodge line business, and very few Japanese 

really were aware- of this~ it really was only 1956 and 1957 when Kis.hi got 

in power that he began to loosen the purse strings and us_e this to bribe 

pressure- groups and try to build up his own support and he was very succes5ful 

in this way. 

11M: I do have one other question for you~ Since you have spent now a good part 

of your career in Canada in British Columbia_--all of u 5 in Japanese Studies 

are verY' aware of E. H. Norman and his contribution to Japanese Studies.,....,...would 

you care to comment on that, since you did read his book just about the time 

that it was published and did get hi~ audograph in the early days of the 

occupation; Recently there has been a special conference funded by the Japan 

Foundation on E. H. Norman and Canadian nationalism. Would you care to comment 

on him and his contribution and on the controversy that was sparked by George 

Akita in writing about Norman; 

FL: Partly because I am in Canada now most of the time, I am quite intrigued and 
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interested by that controversy and actually would like to look in it a little 

further. In fact the book that I'm doing with Michael Fry, we've completed 

a manuscript on Japan and Canada, going from World War I up to the present 

time, we touch on Norman. Also I and Michael Fry suspect that he may be 

much more. important than we've been able to document or that may be realized. 

I was aware of this through some of Norman'5 close friend5 that I've met at 

the time that the Cana,dia,n Embas5y gave its reception on the publication in 

Japane5e of Norman'5 work5. My own impre5sion is that Norman's book probably 

was'very influentia,l with occupationeer5:~ It apparently ha5 been very in

fluential for over a generation in Japan and widely used a5 a university text 

on Japa,n'5 development, especially in the Meiji period. And although it 

seems to me from my own reading that it doesn't nece5sarily rest on a par

ticular Marxist conception, even though I'm sure Norman was fully familiar 

with these among his Japanese friends who were greatly influenced by them, 

both the ronoha and kogoha schools and 50 forth, I have a feeling that he 

wa5 mainly an anti-fa5cist, going back to his student day5, and that he was 

mainly concerned with putting an end to the Japanese version of fascism and 

wanted to see some sort of a more democratic Japan emerge and that this was 

the direction his efforts were mainly oriented. I think this fit in a good 

deal with pos.twar ~eeltng of Japanese intellectuals, both liberals, Marxists 

and others, at least to a certain extent. It's true the more Marxist are 

w::f..lling to tolerate a much greater degree of government controls, even in

dividual controls than most of us would feel was democratic. But nevertheless, 

he seemed to have touched a chord, partly because of his peculiar background. 

He was raised, as you know, in a country village in Ogano where his father 

was a miss'ionary but was in close touch with the farmers and had been a farmer 
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back in Ontario, which meant that he grew up with other Japanese children, 

speaking the way they did,and was unlike all the other missionaries who 

often lived in a foreign community in places like Kobe or Tokyo or Osaka 

and mainly dealing with middle-class people. So that in a sense Norman grew 

up in touch with the real traditional rural Japan, and this I think greatly 

a~fected ht.s outlook. I think his command of Japanese and Japanese feeling 

and thinking is what gave him such close friends. among people like Ewanami 

and Suru and Maryama, and some others. But 1 think his contributions 

tn te1;m~ o~ being a historian probably were not inconsiderable but it-s true 

there~ 15 a great deal more progress' been made among both the Japanese and the 

present foreign schola:rs on Japan which means that he probably didn't have an 

enormous original contribution in terms of some new interpretations. I think 

hi.s interpretations that came out in his famous book are in close accord with 

many Japanese writexs and others whose materials he used or with whom he was 

familiar. But I think in view of his own particular role in the occupation 

a~' a dt:plomat in the Canadian Foreign Serv:l.ce and tn fact of his work on the 

Japane.se, I think it sugges'ts to me that he has a ktnd of political impor

tance whichmay\ even be gTeater than his importance as a historian. It 

seems now that there is a tendency to reevaluate his work in a kind of favor

able. way. I think the w.ay Reischauer recently characterized it is probably 

p'l;etty close to right. 1 think his feeling was that while he didn't seem 

to -make any enormous original interpretation or contribution, he did provide 

s.ome.thing significant, hoth for the Western rea.ders in terms of the occupation 

and for the Japanese and that this in itself is something worthwhile~ And 

certainly' his own dedtcation to his ideas of freedom, I think, fit in very 

much wi::th the ideas of the age, our own age. And I think Roger Bowen looked 
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upon him as a kind of model because even coming up from the context of after 

the Vietnam War and the new, what,new left or new school of historical inter

pretation, I think he looked to Norman as trying to do something similar in 

his period and that he unfairly suffered these charges of being a Communist 

or pro-Communist or possibly a spy. But this was unfairly done and he was 

hounded to his death as a result and looked upon him as a kind of martyr. 

I think he felt in some ways that he himself as a young student because he felt 

a new interpretation was necessary, that it was unnecessarily suppressed or 

held back by senior scholars in the postwar period who weren{t prepared to 

reevaluate. our experiences, and I think he's made an association there. 

HM: Were you or was that conference in Halifax surprised by the vehemence with 

which Norman wrote about Kido and even more so about Kanoe when he was a 

member of CIS [Civil Intelligence Sectio,!!/? There are those who think that 

it was that particular asses'sment of Konoe that finally helped MacArthur make 

the decision that it was then time to arrest Konoe and charge him with being 

a Class A war criminal. 

FL~ That's an excellent question. I wish someone had asked it at that conference, 

but unfortunately nothing as useful and significant as that appeared or came 

forth. 

MM: Because there is an i-rony if that did lead in a way to Konoe 1. s death. 

FL: That f: S an excellent question because it i S exactly the sort o;f; thing I've won.,... 

de'17ed about my's elf , what was his influence? He was in that kind of unusual 

position where. I tm sure his particular assessment was influential to MacArthur. 

A.nd MacArthur I believe a numbe-r of times express·ed his admiration of Norman 

as a specialist and was probably aware of his' knowledge. And of course this 

fits in exactly with his writing and his desire to see fascism stamped out 
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in Japan and tho~e re~pon5ible identified. I'm sure that was behind his 

writing of these memo~. 

MM: Do you know if anyone ha~ turned up a Norman memo on the Emperor question? 

FL: No. 

MM: As far as I know the Canadian Government was not pressing to have the Emperor 

indicted a~ a war criminal, but I don't know about Normanls personal opinion 

on that. 

FL: Now that·s an intere~ting question. My impression ~rom the little I~ve been 

able. to see of the records of the. Far Eastern Commission.,...· ...... incidentally, do 

you realize. that Norma,n wa~ in Washington with Pearson when he was the am

bassC!,dor there? And although Pears.on was nominally the Canadian representative 

on the Far Eastern Commission, Norman was the one who actually was most active, 

e~pecially in the committees. Apparently he was somewhat influential on the 

final decision not to challenge the con~titution when it was taken up by the 

Far Eastern Commi~sion. So T suspect he may have had considerable influence 

there, but now I I've lost the thread of your question. 

MM: It waS about the Emperor. He was very much opposed to Konoe and to a lesser 

extent Kido. But perhaps he was on the same side as MacArthur in the case o~ 

the. Emper,or. It would be mos.t interesting to know how you would rati.onalize it ~ 

;FL; I~ve never seen anything or heard anything that would give me any clue as to 

what the answer to that would be, but it would certainly be interesting to 

look into. And I wonder if looking through the. published stuff that 

has got together the:r;e might be any clue to what his answer would be on that", 

11M: It would give then, I think, another very, very important piece of information 

as to his ideology and whether he would have, on the basis of principle, wanted 

the Empe;ro:r; to be. indlcted and to be held responsible or whether he would have 
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had a more institutional kind of view of the Emperor s role. 

FL: Yes. He was there precisely in that crucial period and he was with CIS, 

whi.ch was doing the initial work that led to the war crimes trials. I guess 

the question of the Emperor'1""'~"'You know more about this than I do, how it was 

handled and when it happened and so on. 

11M; NacArthur did receive from the Joint Chiefs o£ Staff at the end of November 

an order to investigate, with as great secrecy as poss.ible, the question of 

the. Emperor's war guilt. He was not to as.sume that the Emperor was guilty 

but he. WaS also not to assume that the Emperor was not guilty_, So £ar none 

of, us who have been looking at this questi'on have found anything directly 

associated with an inve5tigation, although we assume that some kind of inves

tigation was made and tt would have been made through Counterintelligence in 

G2 and No,;t?man Wq.5' 'right there. 

FL: That's right. 

MM: There are good bits and pieces of information. 

FL: The two countries that pressed for this were Australia and the Soviet Union. 

MM: As far as the records that I've seen, it was mainly Australia., The Soviet 

Union may have in 1946; it certainly did in 19.49 when the que3tion of, biolog..-, 

ical warfare came up. The Soviet Union then pressed again ;eor an extension 

of the war crimes trials~ 

FL; Didn~t the, Japanese CQmmuni5t :Party always-,-, 

MM: No, not even the Japanese Communist l?arty. It was later!p as £ar as 1: know~ 

T do not know because not all of the records for 1946 have been declassified ll 

so I could only speak on the basis o£ what I've seen~ In Washington in the 

National Archives there are still, it is very obvious to any res.earcher that 

there are still documents that have not been put in the file. 
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FL: It would certainly be interesting to see that BOO-page report that exists on 

Norman that the governments have their hands on. 

MM: Well, I've pressed you far be ond the occupation itself but I think all of 

this is very much related. 

FL: I wonder whether Hugh would have any thoughts on some of these 

questions. ot course he was way off, he had a new job with I guess the World 

Bank and the United Nations. Then he was head of B.C. Hydro for a while, I 

think it was. I'm sorry I don ~'t have any clues to these--

}lli; But no one at the conference did either? 

)?L; And I-d love to know. No, but people at the conference~ as I recall now 

really dtdn t, t a~k any ot these signtticant things and didn t t seem to have 

much political sens'e of the possibilities here~ And even at the conference 

they didn't come out trankly and talk about his being a member of the Com~ 

munist :J?arty, Partly I think it was because Mrs. Norman was there and 

nobody wanted to distress her. And Eleanor Hadley was there and this might 

have been uncomtortable tor her. I think everybody tended to playa low key. 

The ;Finnls were there. I donlt think anybody there was anxious to bring this 

out because perhaps for many of them they'd all gone through the McCarthy 

period and just perhaps didn't like to examine it. Maybe it's up to the 

younger generAtion now that~5 not affected by this to look at these things a 

l:Lttle lI10re f,ra,nkly\~ And I "ill intrtgued too ,as spy after spy story comes out 

like the last rash a month or two ago, to what extent Norman may have fitted 

tn with this group. 

11M: When he was at Cambridge? 

FL; Yes. 

11M: I want to thClnk you very, verY:I very much for reminiscing with me about the 

period and about Japanese Studies. 

END OF INTERVIE1~ 
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